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Andrew Chesterton road tests and reviews the new Subaru XV with specs, fuel consumption
and verdict. There must be a darkened and soundproofed room somewhere in the automotive
world where the industry's designers get together and swap notes on their upcoming vehicles.
It's the only way to explain how so many cars in a segment end up looking so damn similar. But
the XV isn't cute. In fact, it's by far the most rugged and capable looking vehicle in its segment.
Launched in Australia in and then given a light overhaul in and , the XV is nearing the end of its
shelf life. In fact, a new model underpinned by a fresh platform is scheduled for a mid launch in
Australia. The XV is available in entry level 2. As a result, even entry-level shoppers won't feel
hard done by, but your extra spend will net you more and better standard kit in the more
expensive models. The three-tier XV range kicks off with the entry-level but still handsomely
equipped 2. Deeper pockets will allow you to climb up the range, with the mid-spec 2. The top of
range XV 2. The above are straight off the Subaru price list RRP , but you can and should
negotiate hard for a drive away price, with how much wriggle room you've got to negotiate likely
to vary from dealer to dealer. The fact that there's just the one engine available makes
identifying the differences across the XV range a little easier. As an added bonus, Subaru does
not charge extra for metallic paint - something of a rarity in the new car game. There is no
yellow, green or purple on the palette, though. The 2. You'll also find cloth seats and a 6. You do
miss out on standard GPS sat nav at this level. Step up to the mid-point in the range, and your
touchscreen grows to 7. Privacy glass now adorns the windows above the rear door and rear
windscreen, and your climate control is now dual-zone. Outside, halogen DRLs appear, along
with an electric sunroof, while a digital screen in the driver's binnacle also makes an
appearance. Finally, the top of the range 2. The exterior design is a little aggressive, with two
fog lights protruding from their casings and a 3D-style Subaru badge popping out of the
bodywork. The good news is that, no matter your budget, the XV looks largely the same from
the outside, with its inch alloys, standard roof rails and pop-out styling all present and
accounted for from even the entry-level model. Its exterior dimensions mm length, width and
mm height with roof rails house a fairly versatile interior space, too. Outside, the exterior design
is a little aggressive, with two fog lights protruding from their casings and a 3D-style Subaru
badge popping out of the bodywork. As our interior photos reveal, the design theme inside, if
not quite sporty, looks hardy and adventurous. The dash is simple and easy to understated, and
there's a sense of quality to the switch gear, while the soft-feel dash is home only to what you
need, including a recessed touchscreen with integrated buttons. Drop the rear seat entirely, and
your luggage capacity climbs to litres. The boot is also home to small but important niceties like
shopping hooks, as well as three tether points. Elsewhere, both front seat riders share two
cupholders exposed in both the entry- and mid-level vehicles, but hidden behind a neat sliding
cover in the top-spec car , while USB and volt power outlets abound. With just the one engine
size across the XV range, paired with your choice of six-speed manual transmission or CVT
automatic transmission, the specifications make light reading. The XV's official weight ranges
from kg to kg and its fuel tank capacity is 60 litres, with a motor that sips 91RON fuel. The XV is
also equipped with a longer-wearing timing chain instead of a timing belt. A note on oil
consumption. The XV requires 0W synthetic oil type, but there have been international reports
of oil capacity issues, with older model XVs called the Crosstrek in other markets burning
through oil at above normal rates. In fact, a customer class action was lodged in the USA over
this very issue, with models impacted. Subaru Australia says the issue never surfaced in
Australia, and never appeared in Australian-delivered product. There have also been scattered
international reports of mild clutch and transmission issues with older vehicles, including
erratic idling and stuttering when cold. The Subaru XV's 2. If milage is your measurement,
however, the numbers are 29mpg CVT and 26mpg manual. The risk with having just the one set
of engine and gearbox offerings across an entire range of vehicles is that it really needs to be
an exceptional combination. And unfortunately, it's not faultless in the XV range. It's not that the
engine is underpowered - kW and Nm is unlikely to set the world on fire, but should be ample
for a mostly city car. It's more that the engine feeds its power through a noisy and cumbersome
continuously variable transmission CVT in a way that never feels like you're squeezing the most
performance out of it. Things would improve with a manual transmission, but there is simply no
appetite for a third pedal in Australia. With no adjustable drive modes to cycle through, steering
the XV is a fairly simple affair. But if you ask too much of it you'll uncover a noticeable lack of
power and a gearbox that's far too noisy and intrusive. It's comfortable, feels well put together
and its in-car technology is ample and easy to use. The ride MacPherson front suspension,
double wishbone rear suspension is definitely tuned to the firm side, but it helps create a
connected feeling with the road below, and the XV sits flat and confidently through corners. So,
a speed demon this ain't, but the XV has another ace up its sleeve, and that's genuine off-road
capability thanks to its as-standard all-wheel drive right across the range, along with its mm of

ground clearance. Don't get me wrong, the XV's off-road review won't include summiting Mount
Kosciuszko in the middle of an icy winter, but it does open up a world of gravel tracks, grassy
paths and mild water crossings with a wading depth that's better than others in its class. It's
also covered by the brand's capped-price servicing scheme, with service costs capped for the
first three years or 75,kms. Every XV is equipped with a spare tyre and owner's manual as part
of its standard features kit, and, like most Subarus, fairs well in terms of resale value. The car's
reliability rating was two out of a possible five stars on the US-based J. Peter Anderson road
tests and reviews the Mazda CX-3 with specs, fuel consumption and verdict. Mazda's CX-5 is
pretty much the benchmark in its segment, wiping the floor with the competition from Toyota
and Hyundai while picking its teeth with Honda and Nissan, former segment heavyweights. So it
was with much. Sorry, there are no cars that match your search. It's the only way to explain how
so many cars in a. Andrew Chesterton. Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs Have you
considered? Subaru XV cars for sale. Similar Cars Subaru Forester. Mazda CX-3 review. Toyota
C-HR review. Volkswagen Transporter review: T6. The Crosstrek is basically an Impreza
hatchback with a higher ride height, added body cladding, and large wheels that are intended to
give it a more rugged look. The regular Crosstrek's hp, 2. But this compact vehicle doesn't
provide as much cargo room as most small SUVs. And it's loud inside, especially when you
accelerate and the continuously variable transmission gears down and revs up the coarse
engine. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number
VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly
how much warranty is left. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced
with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Antilock system
ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake
failure or wear. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk,
doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel
you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various

heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side
and head protection air bags standard. Drive Wheels. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Like the Outback Sport, the Crosstrek is a lifted Impreza hatchback with minor
differences, though with a more substantial lift than the Outback Sport. Subaru showcased the
Subaru XV concept vehicle in The concept vehicle was unveiled at Auto Shanghai It included
inch wheels, as well as roof rails and tinted glass. For the model year, a Hybrid version was
released in the North American markets in two trims, the higher of which had new features with
some of these being optional on the non-Hybrid Premium and Limited trims. For the model year,
reversing cameras and 6. The Limited trim got an insulation-glass windshield, optional keyless
ignition, an upgraded instrument cluster which included a color Liquid-Crystal Display.
Upgraded mirrors with welcome lighting and turn signals were added as well. The then-new
Starlink multimedia plus system with a 7. A special edition variant based on the premium trim
with Sunrise Yellow paint was also available, but limited to 1, units. For the model year, the
Premium trim received the all weather package with heated seats and mirrors as standard
equipment, along with the option of Subaru's Starlink Safety and Security system standard on
the Limited including an SOS button, automatic collision notification system, stolen vehicle
recovery, and a vehicle monitoring app. The Limited trim got rear cross-traffic alert, blind spot
monitoring , and lane-change assist. This year also included revised styling and the removal of
the XV prefix from the name in the United States and Canada. It was also the last year of the
Hybrid model. The model was largely unchanged, with the only change being a new trim, which
was the Platinum Special Edition which could be considered an option package to the Premium
trim. Included was special interior and exterior styling, a sunroof, keyless ignition and entry,
and blind-spot monitoring with rear cross-traffic alert. Early European models include a choice
of 1. The US model went on sale in as a model year vehicle. Early models include a horsepower
2. An updated model based on the fifth-generation Impreza became available in Externally,
"HYBRID" badges have been applied to the front doors and on the rear liftgate, and unique rear
lights and wheels are exclusive to the hybrid version. The vehicle was Subaru's first production
hybrid after a series of concepts stretching back to the B9 Scrambler , and was unveiled at the
New York International Auto Show. The 0. Using the battery alone, range is estimated at 1 mile
1. The Hybrid touring included a sunroof , leather, a navigation system with voice controls, Aha

radio, HD radio, Satellite radio, and a 6. The Premium and Limited trims could be equipped with
the upgraded head unit and a sunroof. For , Hybrid trims had their MPG increased to 30 city, 34
highway. The model was discontinued after the model year. During its first full month of sales,
the XV sold 11, vehicles in Japan. The base transmission was changed to a 6-speed manual
transmission as opposed to the 5-speed in the first generation. Magellan Navigation is also
available on all trims via the Starlink app, though the optional navigation is the only system that
does not use the driver's smartphone to get map data, and is the only system that displays
speed limits in the gauge cluster. The Starlink Safety and Security system was made standard
on the Premium trim. Models optioned with Eyesight got adaptive high beams. The Limited trim
got adaptive LED headlights, keyless ignition and entry, an optional Harman Kardon was
available and a 6-way power driver's seat was included. Subaru claimed a range of 17 miles for
all-electric driving. An auto start-stop system was added, along with an optional 6-way power
driver's seat being added to the Premium trim. New is an automatic door locking and unlocking
system with automatic unlocking in a collision. The Eyesight system now features lane
centering. In May , Subaru of America announced a plug-in hybrid electric version for the model
year to serve as a compliance car , and thus is sold only in states that follow California
emission standards. The car has a fuel tank of Starting summer of , Subaru will begin selling the
Crosstrek with changes including aesthetic tweaks, a new trim level, more driver assistance
technology, and a new 2. The most obvious exterior styling change is larger front lower bumper
cladding in black plastic. On the Canadian market, the Sport is known as the Outdoor. The Sport
trim will also get a unique interior with a Sport logo plus yellow stitching. Limited trim vehicles
will get a leather interior with orange stitching. For driver aids, any CVT equipped Crosstrek can
get adaptive cruise control and lane centering. Top-of-the-line Limited models will receive
blind-spot detection with lane-change assist plus cross-traffic alert, reverse automated
emergency braking, and high-beam assist. For the first time, the Crosstrek will also get a new 2.
Many North American journalists and owners believe the Crosstrek is underpowered, [42] [43]
like most cars in its class, and advocate for a turbocharged model, akin to the Subaru Impreza
Gravel Express. MYâ€” XV Crosstreks with the CVT have had their transmission warranties
extended to 10 years , miles with Subaru saying there were no complaints or conditions behind
this. Sales in the United States have been much stronger than its predecessor, the Outback
Sport, with being the first year with a sales drop, which could be attributed to a car sales slump
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Subcompact crossover SUV [1]. Front-engine, four-wheel-drive. Gasoline : 1. CVT 5-speed
manual 6-speed manual Europe and Australia. CVT 6-speed manual. Kei car. Pleo I. Pleo II
rebadged: Daihatsu Mira. Pleo Plus rebadged: Daihatsu Mira e:S. Lucra Daihatsu Tanto Exe.
Chiffon Daihatsu Tanto. Stella I. Stella II Daihatsu Move. Dias Wagon Daihatsu Hijet. Justy I.
Justy II. Justy IV Daihatsu Sirion. Trezia Toyota Ractis. Justy V Toyota Tank. Leone III. Leone IV.
Leone V. Impreza I. Impreza II. Impreza III. Impreza IV. Impreza V. Legacy I. Legacy II. Legacy III.
Legacy IV. Legacy V. Legacy VI. Legacy VII. Alcyone XT. Alcyone SVX. Crossover SUV. Outback
Sport I. Outback Sport II. Outback Sport III. XV Crosstrek I. Outback I. Outback II. Outback III.
Outback IV. Outback V. Outback VI. Bighorn Isuzu Trooper. Forester I. Forester II. Forester III.
Forester IV. Forester V. Justy KA. Outback Sport. XV Crosstrek. Sport compact. WRX VA.
Legacy BM. Legacy BN. Legacy BW. XT AX. SVX CX. Forester SF. Forester SG. Forester SH.
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Outback BT. Tribeca WX. Ascent WM. Coupe utility. Baja BT. Check out some of the most
anticipated TV series revivals, live-action movie adaptations, and remakes currently in the
works. Browse our picks. See the full gallery. The magical kingdom of Lucis is home to the
hallowed Crystal, but the menacing empire of Niflheim will stop at nothing to make it theirs. War
has raged between the two for as long as most can remember. King Regis of Lucis commands
an elite force of soldiers dubbed the Kingsglaive. Wielding their king's magic, Nyx Ulric and his
fellow glaives stand before the crown city of Insomnia, fighting to stay the inexorable advance
of Niflheim's imperial army. Before the overwhelming military might of the empire, King Regis
can only salvage his kingdom by accepting an ultimatum-he must cede all lands outside the
crown city, and see his son, Prince Noctis, wed to Lady Lunafreya, the former princess of
Tenebrae now captive of Niflheim. As the war of wills rages, the machinations of Niflheim
transform Insomnia into an awe-inspiring battleground, pulling Nyx into a struggle for the very
survival of the kingdom. Overall: Perfect graphics, a lack of story and scene-realization. The
battles - almost all battles are with heroes, type "one man army". I can't find a single battle with
defense towers, patrols, battle groups of soldiers, electric fences, military mines, or etc. No
thermal-cameras or night vision. The story - a lot of ideas, but without a full realization. I can't
understand what's going on, because there is no information about the fractions I've zero idea
about the story in the FF games and I don't know if there is some connection between them and
the movie. The people on the street are low-rendered, the main heroes - fully rendered. This
makes me think that the movies wasn't fully made. At the end I waited the end of the movie.
Sure - it's a movie made for fans and to present a future game. Final Fantasy: The spirit within is
one of my favorites. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of
everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External
Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers
and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. King Regis, who oversees the land of
Lucis, commands his army of soldiers to protect the kingdom from the Niflheim empire's plans
to steal the sacred crystal which gives Lucis its magic and power. Director: Takeshi Nozue.
Added to Watchlist. From metacritic. Video Game Adaptations. Movies I want to see. Related
Items. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Edit
Cast Cast overview, first billed only: Aaron Paul Nyx Ulric voice Lena Headey Lunafreya Nox
Fleuret voice Sean Bean Regis Lucis Caelum voice Adrian Bouchet Libertus Ostium voice Alexa
Kahn Crowe Altius voice Todd Haberkorn Luche Lazarus voice John DeMita Clarus Amicitia
voice David Gant Iedolas Aldercapt voice Darin De Paul Ardyn Izunia voice Trevor Devall Ravus
Nox Fleuret voice Neil Newbon Petra Fortis voice Ben Diskin Pelna Khara voice Max Mittelman
Tredd Furia voice Will Bowden Edit Storyline The magical kingdom of Lucis is home to the
hallowed Crystal, but the menacing empire of Ni
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2004 ford expedition eddie bauer engine 54 l v8
flheim will stop at nothing to make it theirs. Edit Did You Know? Quotes Regis Lucis Caelum :
Please, go to my son. Lunafreya Nox Fleuret : No. Wherever I go, the empire will follow. It would
only place the prince in greater danger. It is my duty to protect the prince and see his destiny
fulfilled. These twelve years have not changed that. Regis Lucis Caelum : And what of your
destiny? Lunafreya Nox Fleuret : My duty is my destiny, your majesty. Soundtracks Little Sister
by John R. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Country:
Japan USA. Language: Japanese English Chinese. Sound Mix: D-Cinema 48kHz 5. Color: Color.
Edit page. Clear your history. Nyx Ulric voice. Lunafreya Nox Fleuret voice. Regis Lucis Caelum
voice. Libertus Ostium voice. Crowe Altius voice. Luche Lazarus voice. Clarus Amicitia voice.
Iedolas Aldercapt voice. Ardyn Izunia voice. Ravus Nox Fleuret voice. Petra Fortis voice. Pelna
Khara voice. Tredd Furia voice. Pruvia Colpus voice.

